Abstract: To prevent adverse health effects, the World Health Organization promotes the diffusion of the ultraviolet radiation index (UVI), with messages promoting precautionary behaviors, through a scale that considers extreme UVI values to be larger than 11.0. This scale came from a proposal from Canada, a country with a mostly light-skinned population, which experiences maximum UVI values up to 10.0. A modified scale was proposed, adapted to the skin types and the UVI levels in South America, which considers extreme values larger than 16.0. The records from 2010 to 2014 indicated that UVI is frequently larger than 11.0 (40.0–76.1% of the days per month) in Quito (Ecuador). The number of days per month with levels larger than 16.0 varied between 0.7% and 32.0%. We found that the maximum UV index levels do not occur necessarily around the local solar noontime. As the basis for a self-warning system in Quito and based on their skin type and UVI levels, people should know the exposure time before damage can take place. The Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS) computed the UVI at local solar noontime and under clear-sky conditions. The records from 2010 to 2014 were congruent with the corresponding TEMIS values. We did not identify any trend of the daily TEMIS UVI values during 1979 to 2018, which, used as a proxy, suggested the real UVI levels in Quito during 2010 to 2018 varied in a range similar to 1979–2009.
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1. Introduction

Ultraviolet radiation (UV) corresponds to the part of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths between 100 and 400 nm. The Sun is the primary source of human exposure to UV. Moderate UV doses are beneficial to health because they stimulate blood circulation, they are antiseptic, and they promote the production of vitamin D in the skin [1–3]. However, excessive exposure to UV is dangerous to health. The most common short-term effects correspond to tanning (pigmentation) and skin burn (solar erythema). Long-term exposure produces premature skin aging (photoaging), skin cancer (photocarcinogenesis) [4], and cataracts and other eye diseases. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified excessive exposure to UV as carcinogenic to humans [5].

The UV covers three long-wave bands: UVA (315–400 nm, 3.94–3.10 eV), UVB (280–315 nm, 4.43–3.94 eV), and UVC (100–280 nm, 12.4–4.43 eV). In its trajectory through the atmosphere, UV can be absorbed, reflected, and scattered. The UVB absorption depends, to a high degree, on the amount of ozone ($O_3$) in the atmosphere. Atmospheric nitrogen and oxygen mainly reflect and scatter UV. Depending on their nature, aerosols can absorb, reflect, or scatter UV.
For clear-sky conditions (cloudless), the maximum UV level takes place at the solar noon moment, which is the time when the Sun is highest in the sky, and it crosses the meridian of a specific longitude. The influence of clouds is complicated because they can absorb, reflect, and scatter UV. During cloudy days, they can notably reduce UV at the surface. However, in days with the partial presence of clouds, UV can be greater than in clear-sky conditions.

UV reaching the surface consists of about 95% UVA and 5% UVB. The atmosphere absorbs UVC completely [5]. UVA produces aging of the skin, light tanning, and photocarcinogenic effects. UVA can affect the DNA, promoting the formation of thymine dimers [6]. Although O₃ absorbs most of the UVB, it has a larger potential to cause both sunburns and photocarcinogenic effects [3].

For preventing its negative effects, it is necessary to report information on UV radiation, with messages promoting proper precautionary behaviors. For this purpose, the World Health Organization (WHO) classified the UV levels at the surface, using the Ultraviolet Radiation index (UV index, UVI), which evaluates the UVA and UVB levels [7]. The UV index is a dimensionless indicator, which is defined by Equation (1) [8,9]:

\[
\text{UV index} = k_{er} \int_{250 \text{ nm}}^{400 \text{ nm}} E_{\lambda} S_{er} d\lambda,
\]

where \(k_{er}\) is a scaling factor originally equal to 40 m² W⁻¹, \(E_{\lambda}\) is the erythemal (sunburn) action spectrum, which describes the relative effect of the UV spectrum at different wavelengths, and \(S_{er}\) is the spectral solar irradiance at the surface (W m⁻² nm⁻¹).

The WHO scale considers five categories of this indicator: low (<2.0), moderate (3.0–5.0), high (6.0–7.0), very high (8.0–10.0), and extreme (>11.0) [8].

The origin of the WHO scale was a proposal for Canada [10], a country with maximum UVI up to 10.0, and with a mostly light-skin population, which is more sensitive to UV exposure [11]. On the other hand, about 5 billion people (89% of the world’s population) live in places with maximum UVI levels above 10.0. In the Andean region of Latin America, the maximum UVI values are typically larger than 11.0 [11,12]. There, a mostly dark-skin population resides, who are less sensitive to UV exposure.

These concerns were discussed in 2006, in Santiago (Chile), during the Third Latin American Congress of Photobiology and Photomedicine. Participants signed the Consensus of Santiago, which recognized the usefulness of the UVI but adapted to each region. This Consensus was ratified in 2009, in Quito (longitude: -78.5°, latitude: -0.2°), the capital of Ecuador, during the International Congress about Monitoring and Diffusion of the UVI in Latin America [3,13].

In 2013, in Arequipa (Peru), the VI Latin American Congress of Photobiology and Photomedicine took place. Participants again discussed the applicability of the WHO scale. They signed an accord, which supports the proposal by Zaratti et al. (2014) [11], who modified the WHO scale for its use in Latin America. This proposal considered UVI values ranging from 1.0 to 25.0. Based on the skin type and the UVI level, they estimated the exposure time (in minutes) before a detectable reddening of the skin can take place. The UV dose to produce the detectable skin damage was defined as the minimum erythemal dose (MED).

Based on a similar approach, the Ecuadorian Foundation of Psoriasis (FEPSO), and the Physics Institute from Rosario-Argentina (IFIR) proposed a modification for Latin America [3]. This proposal works with 16.0 as an extreme value. It corresponds to exposure times of about 20 to 30 min, for producing perceptible skin damage to people with skin types IV (Mediterranean, Asian, Hispanic) and V (Latin American, Light-skinned black, Indian) [11,14,15], which are the predominating skin types in Quito.

The urban region of Quito is located near the Equator line (Figure 1), at 2850 MASL. These features imply high UVI levels. Also, the UVI variation during the yearly cycle depends on the abundance of O₃ in the atmosphere, the perpendicularity of the solar radiation over the Equatorial region, the cloudiness and rainfall pattern, and aerosols effects.
Based on an updated approach, the Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS) [18] from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, computed the UV index at local solar noontime and under clear-sky conditions, for a grid (1440 columns × 720 rows) of 0.25° by 0.25°, covering the entire world. For this purpose, it assimilated a merged global O$_3$ field, which was the result of the reanalysis of various satellites (Multi-Sensor Re-Analysis, MSR-2), according to the algorithm by Van der A et al. [19,20]. Currently, this dataset covers the period 1979–2018, and although it provides the UV index for clear-sky conditions, it is an essential reference for comparison purposes and trend analysis.

\[ \text{UV index} = 0.8058 \times E_d305 + 0.0887 \times E_d313 + 0.0324 \times E_d320 + 0.0131 \times E_d340, \]  

where $E_d305$, $E_d313$, $E_d320$, and $E_d340$ are the irradiance at 305, 313, 320, and 340 nm, respectively (μW cm$^{-2}$ nm$^{-1}$).

Based on the recommendations from the International Congress, which took place in Quito in 2009, the air-quality network delivers the UV index according to the FEPSO-IFIR proposal through its webpage.

On the other hand, the National Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology (INAMHI, from its Spanish acronym) also delivers the UV index measurements for Quito based on its sensor, and the forecasting for Ecuador, using the WHO scale [16]. As the UVI levels in Quito are frequently larger than 11.0, and the messages indicate they are extreme, some entities wondered if the reasons for these extreme UVI values are associated with climate change or the decrease of the stratospheric O$_3$ [17].

1.2. The TEMIS UV Index Dataset

This article explores the following issues:

- The maximum UVI levels measured in Quito and their dynamics during the yearly cycle.
- The UVI trend from 1979 to 2018.
- Why it is necessary to have a self-warning system in Quito.

![Figure 1. Location of: (a,b) Ecuador; (c) Quito, and the ultraviolet radiation index (UVI) sensor. Dashed lines show part of the TEMIS grid for the UV index. The blue square is the cell (column 406, row 360) holding the UVI sensor.](image-url)
2. Method and Results

2.1. Local solar noontime and UV index records in Quito

Using the NOAA Solar Calculator [21], we obtained the local solar noontime in Quito during the yearly cycle (Figure 2), which varies between 11:57 (November) and 12:28 (February).

![Figure 2. Local solar noontime (LSNT) in Quito (longitude: −78.5°, latitude: −0.2°, 2850 MASL) during the yearly cycle [21] and 30 min periods before and after LSNT ± 15 min.](image)

We received the records from the air-quality network [22], which describe the UVI values per minute. To characterize the UVI levels for exposure, we obtained the UVI arithmetic mean values for 30 min, centered on the local solar noontime. This period is approximately the exposure time required before perceptible skin damage occurs at a UV index of 16.0, to people with skin type V (Latin American, light-skinned Black, Indian) [11], which is the predominant skin type in Quito.

To explore the variation, we additionally generated the UVI mean values for 30 min during three consecutive periods, before and after the 30 min period centered on the local solar noontime (Figure 2). For comparison purposes, we considered, as extreme values, both the UVI levels larger or equal to 11.0 (WHO scale) and larger or equal to 16.0 (FEPSO-IFIR scale).

Between January and April of 2010 and 2012 mainly, UVI values larger than 16.0 were measured. Table 1 shows a summary of the UVI records larger than 19.0. The highest UVI record is 21.3, measured on 2 February 2010. During the following seven days, the UV index (mean during 30 min centered on local solar noontime) varied between 3.1 and 18.4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Local Solar Noontime</th>
<th>UV Index Record at Local Solar Noontime</th>
<th>UV Index Record (Mean Values during 30 min Centered on Local Solar Noontime)</th>
<th>Total O₃ Column [18] (DU)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 February 2010</td>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>218.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 March 2012</td>
<td>12:22</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>244.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 March 2012</td>
<td>12:23</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>239.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 April 2010</td>
<td>12:17</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>235.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 February 2010</td>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>225.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 January 2010</td>
<td>12:25</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>230.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 February 2012</td>
<td>12:27</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>241.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We selected the images of 14 days of 2010–2014 with clear-sky or almost-clear-sky conditions (Figure 5a), were more frequent during the 30 min period before the period centered on the local solar noontime with soft variations during the year. (12 days and 5 days, respectively).
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Figure 3. (a) UV index in Quito during 12 March 2012. (b) Detailed UV index from 11:00 to 14:00. The vertical violet solid line indicates the LSNT and the corresponding record.

2.2. UV Index Records Versus TEMIS Dataset

We compared the UVI records at the local solar noontime, with the corresponding UVI estimations provided by TEMIS [18] for the location of Quito (Figure 4). Although following the shape, the UVI records showed some days with values over or under the TEMIS data. According to the air-quality network from Quito, some days lacked monitoring due to operational inconveniences. Also, during the second semester of 2012, the UVI sensor was returned to the manufacturer for calibration.

After the comparison, for our analysis, we selected the period 2010–2014 (Figure 4). The records of these five years were congruent with the TEMIS UV index values. The TEMIS data depicted curves with soft variations during the year.

As persistent convective movements promote the formation of clouds in the Andean region of Ecuador, the clear-sky condition is not common in Quito. For a complementary comparison, we explored the images provided by the Aqua satellite [23], which crosses the Equator daily, at 13:30 (local time). We selected the images of 14 days of 2010–2014 with clear-sky or almost-clear-sky conditions (Figure 5a), assuming the same situation took place at local solar noontime. For these days, the linear correlation between the TEMIS UV index and the corresponding records showed a coefficient correlation (R^2) of 0.87 (Figure 5b). The ratio between the UV index records to the corresponding TEMIS value varied from 0.9 to 1.1. However, 11 pairs were over the one-to-one line (y = x). The differences between the UV index records in comparison with the TEMIS values varied between −1.4 and 1.9, with a median of 0.9.

The largest mean UVI records during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime of March and September varied between 16.4 and 19.7 and between 12.9 and 17.1, respectively (Figure 6).

According to the WHO scale, during 2010 to 2014, the percentage of days with extreme UVI values (≥11.0) during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime varied between 25.0% and 50.0% (Figure 7a). Conversely, when using the FEPSO-IFIR scale (≥16.0), this percentage varied between 0.0% and 10.0%. Interestingly, when including the other 30 min periods of Figure 2, the percentage of days with extreme UVI values (≥16.0) increased to 0.7%−32.0% (Figure 7b), with the largest belonging to March (32.0%), and then, February (14.9%), April (14.3%), January (12.3%), September (10.2%), and August (10.0%). During most months, the maximum extreme UVI levels were more frequently measured during the 30 min centered on the local solar noontime (Figure 8). However, for March, the maximum values were more frequent during the 30 min period before the period centered on the local solar noontime (12 days and 5 days, respectively).
According to the WHO scale, during 2010 to 2014, the percentage of days with extreme UVI values (≥11.0) during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime varied between 25.0% and 50.0% (Figure 7a). Conversely, when using the FEPSO-IFIR scale (≥16.0), this percentage varied between 0.0% and 10.0%. Interestingly, when including the other 30 min periods of Figure 2, the percentage of days with extreme UVI values (≥16.0) increased to 0.7%–32.0% (Figure 7b), with the largest belonging to March (32.0%), and then, February (14.9%), April (14.3%), January (12.3%), September (10.2%), and August (10.0%).

During most months, the maximum extreme UVI levels were more frequently measured during the 30 min centered on the local solar noontime (Figure 8). However, for March, the maximum values were more frequent during the 30 min period before the period centered on the local solar noontime (12 days and 5 days, respectively).

Figure 4. UV index at local solar noontime in Quito during 2010 to 2014. Records (black line). TEMIS values for clear-sky conditions (red line).
Figure 4. UV index at local solar noontime in Quito during 2010 to 2014. Records (black line). TEMIS values for clear-sky conditions (red line).

Figure 5. (a) Images of Quito by the Aqua satellite (13:30 local time) for selected days of 2010–2014. The red dot indicates the location of the UV sensor. (b) TEMIS UV index values (clear-sky conditions, local solar noontime) versus the corresponding UV index record at local solar noontime.
Figure 5. (a) Images of Quito by the Aqua satellite (1 3:30 local time) for selected days of 2010–2014. The red dot indicates the location of the UV sensor. (b) TEMIS UV index values (clear-sky conditions, local solar noontime) versus the corresponding UV index record at local solar noontime.

Figure 6. UV index in Quito during 2010 to 2014. Mean values during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime, based on records (black line). TEMIS values at the local solar noontime for clear-sky conditions (red line).

Figure 7. Percentage of days per month with extreme UV index values in Quito: (a) for mean values during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime; (b) for mean values during 30 min (not necessarily centered on the local solar noontime).
Figure 6. UV index in Quito during 2010 to 2014. Mean values during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime, based on records (black line). TEMI S values at the local solar noontime for clear-sky conditions (red line).

Figure 7. Percentage of days per month with extreme UV index values in Quito: (a) for mean values during 30 min centered on the local solar noontime; (b) for mean values during 30 min (not necessarily centered on the local solar noontime).

Figure 8. Number of days per month with extreme UV index values in Quito, distributed in 30 min periods.
2.3. Processes Affecting UV Index

To interpret the UVI variation during the yearly cycle, we generated the following information:

- The variation of distance between the Earth and the Sun, and the solar declination angle. We used the approach and parameters suggested by Stull [24]. The Sun–Earth distance varies between 147.0 (3 January) and 152.0 Gigameters (Gm) (5 July). The Earth is closest to the Sun during the perihelion (3 January, distance of 147 Gm) (Figure 9a). During the equinox of March, the distance increases to 148.9 Gm. The maximum distance (152 Gm) takes place at the aphelion (4 July). During the September equinox, the distance decreases to 150 Gm. Hence, the Earth is 1.1 Gm closer to the Sun during the March equinox, in comparison with the September equinox.

- The solar radiation flux on the external layer of the atmosphere, during the March and September equinoxes, was calculated by using the parameters suggested by Stull [24]. The solar radiation flux during the March equinox (1381.5 W m$^{-2}$) is 1.6% larger than the flux during the September equinox (1360.4 W m$^{-2}$).

- The declination angle, which corresponds to the angle formed between the ecliptic plane (Earth’s orbit around the Sun) and the equatorial plane of the Earth) (Figure 9b). This angle is 0° during the March and September equinoxes, when the solar radiation reaches the equatorial zone perpendicularly.

- Monthly rainfall during 2010 to 2014 in Central–Northern Quito. We processed the hourly records from the Belisario air-quality station. In Quito, typically during the yearly cycle, there is a defined pattern of rainfall. The first rainy period takes place from March to May. Although with smaller intensity, a second rainy period happens during October to November. Between June and September, there is a period with little rain. This behavior is presented in Figure 9c, which indicates the monthly values of rainfall during 2010 to 2014, measured in the Belisario station (Central–Northern Quito). During March to April, typically the rainiest months, clouds are common. On the contrary, during August and September, months with less rainfall, there are more non-clouded or partially clouded days.

- From the MSR-2 dataset [18], we extracted the daily values of the total O$_3$ column of Quito, for the period 2010–2014. The daily total O$_3$ column during March and September varied between 248.3 ± 15.2 DU (mean ± 2SD) (Dobson Unit, one DU corresponds to the number of O$_3$ molecules required to create a layer of pure O$_3$ 0.01 mm thick at a temperature of 0 °C and a pressure of 1 atm [25]), and 267.9 ± 14.7 DU, respectively (Figure 9d), according to the information from TEMIS [18]. There was only one instance where total O$_3$ column values in 2010–2014 fell below 220.0 DU, which occurred between 2 and 9 February 2010 and reached a minimum of 216.9 DU on 5 February 2010.

For each day (one file per day) of the period 1979–2018 (40 years, 14,607 days), from the MSR-2 dataset [18], we extracted the UV index at local solar noontime and in clear-sky conditions, for the cell corresponding to the location of the UVI sensor in Quito (column 406, row 360). This information was used to analyze the UVI trend from 1979 to 2018. The linear fit of time (x) versus the daily UV index (y) of 1979–2018 for Quito (Figure 10a) was almost parallel to the x-axis ($y = -0.00007 \times x + 15.46$). The fit of 1979–2009 ($y = -0.00001 \times x + 15.48$) was similar to the fit of 1979–2018. Moreover, the fit ($y = -0.00003 \times x + 15.42$) of 2010–2018 (Figure 10c) showed a slight negative tendency (slope = -0.00003). None of the fits of Figure 10 showed a positive trend. The UV index (local noontime and clear-sky conditions) of 1979–2009 varied between 15.4 ± 3.2, which was similar to the 15.3 ± 3.2, the range of 2010–2018 (Figure 10d).

Apart from the first days of February of 2010, other days with total O$_3$ column values close to 220 DU were 7 February 1987 (220.3 DU) and 20 December 2009 (220.4 DU) (Figure 11a). The total O$_3$ column of Quito [18] during 1979 to 2018 varied between 251.3 ± 21.6 DU (Figure 11b).
The monthly mean values computed for the daily datasets of the period 1979–2018 indicated the minimum values of the total O$_3$ column corresponded to January (242.1 ± 16.1 DU), and the maximum to September (264.2 ± 17.1 DU) (Figure 12a). These values were consistent with the total O$_3$ concentrations reported by Cazorla [26], who performed twelve observations in Quito from April to September of 2014 and 2015, measuring abundances between 225 and 279 DU (mean 247 DU).

The monthly means of the period 1979–2018 [18] indicated that the maximum UV index values (local noontime and clear-sky conditions) correspond to March (17.8 ± 1.6), and February (17.2 ± 2.0) (Figure 12b).

**Figure 9.** (a) Sun–Earth distance (Gm). (b) Solar declination angle (°). (c) Rainfall (mm month$^{-1}$) during 2010 to 2014 (Belisario station, Central–Northern Quito). (d) Daily total O$_3$ column (DU) of Quito during 2010 to 2014 [18].

**Figure 10.** Cont.

Figure 11. Total O3 column (DU) of Quito [18]: (a) values of the period 1979–2018; (b) statistical distribution.

The monthly mean values computed for the daily datasets of the period 1979–2018 indicated the minimum values of the total O3 column corresponded to January (242.1 ± 16.1 DU), and the maximum to September (264.2 ± 17.1 DU) (Figure 12a). These values were consistent with the total O3 concentrations reported by Cazorla [26], who performed twelve observations in Quito from April to September of 2014 and 2015, measuring abundances between 225 and 279 DU (mean 247 DU).

The monthly means of the period 1979–2018 [18] indicated that the maximum UV index values (local noontime and clear-sky conditions) correspond to March (17.8 ± 1.6), and February (17.2 ± 2.0) (Figure 12b).
3. Discussion

Results indicate that, in Quito, it is common to have UVI values larger than 11.0, which are considered extreme, according to the WHO scale. Moreover, although with less frequency, the results indicate that the measured UVI values can be larger than 16.0, which is into the extreme range, according to the FEPSO-IFIR scale. Extreme values (≥16.0) were measured mainly between January to April, and from August to October.

The percentage of days with extreme UVI values reduced from 0.7% to 4.2% (FEPSO-IFIR scale) from May to July (Figure 7b), due to the larger Earth–Sun distance (Figure 9a) and larger values of the declination angle (Figure 9b).

The period with more frequent extreme UVI during March was the 30 min before the period centered on the local solar noontime. This result highlights that the maximum UVI levels are not necessarily measured around noontime, when the flux of solar radiation arrives directly to the external layer of the atmosphere over the equatorial region. Larger UVI values were observed in other periods, before or after the noontime, potentially due to the solar scattering by partially cloudy conditions, a situation that can increase the UVI values by about 20% at the surface [12]. During a UV-monitoring campaign in North Carolina, Estupiñan et al. [27] verified that, in partially cloudy conditions, the UVB increased by 27%, during times scales less than one hour. Hence, under partially cloudy conditions, the UV effects can be stronger in comparison with clear-sky exposures. For 2010–2014, at local noontime in Quito, we observed that ratios of the UVI records to the corresponding TEMIS values increased by up to 27%, which was in agreement with the ratios reported in the literature. This effect explains, at least in part, why most of the days in Figure 5b showed larger UV index values in comparison with the corresponding TEMIS values.

On 12 March 2012 (Figure 3), the mean UV index during the 30 min centered on local noontime was larger than the corresponding record at local solar noontime. This situation is most likely as a result of transient clouds, which momentarily reduces the intensity of the UV index.

We highlight the congruence between the highest UVI value measured during 2010 to 2014 (21.3, 2 February 2010) and the corresponding atmospheric O3 abundance of Quito. The total O3 column was unusually low on 2 February 2010 (218.1 DU; Table 1; Figure 9d). At least in part, we attribute the reduction in the UV index during the seven days following 2 February 2010 to clouds. According to the images provided by the Aqua satellite [23], cloudy conditions took place during these days.

Due to its location, the urban region of Quito presents a unique combination of components which promote the presence of extreme UVI levels. Two of the most important are its location near the Equator and its height (2850 MASL). The later implies higher UVI levels in comparison with places at the same latitude but at sea level.
As the declination angle is 0° during the March and September equinoxes, the solar radiation perpendicularly reaches the equatorial zone. This feature explains why the highest extreme UVI values take place mainly around March and September.

Additionally, the larger UVI values around March in comparison with September are explained by the following elements:

- The Earth is 1.1 Gm closer to the Sun during the March equinox, in comparison with the September equinox. As a consequence, the flux of solar radiation during the March equinox (1381.5 W m\(^{-2}\)) is 1.6% larger than the flux during the September equinox (1360.4 W m\(^{-2}\)). Hence, the UV flux at the external layer of the atmosphere in March is larger than in September.

- On average, during 1979 to 2018, the total O\(_3\) column in March and September varied between 248.5 ± 15.4 DU and 264.1 ± 17.1 DU, respectively. The lower O\(_3\) abundance during March allowed more UV to reach the surface in comparison with September.

Although March is cloudy in Quito, the results suggest that clouds do not sufficiently attenuate the solar radiation. Therefore, during this month, the largest percentage of days with extreme UVI values (≥16.0) takes place. As UV radiation is directly involved in the production of tropospheric O\(_3\), larger concentrations should occur in March rather than September, but larger O\(_3\) concentrations are observed in September [28]. Some components are behind the tropospheric O\(_3\) production, such as the emission of precursors (nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds), O\(_3\) arriving from boundaries, UV levels, and rate of photochemical reactions. The highlighted feature contributes to the complexity of the dynamics of the tropospheric O\(_3\) in Quito.

The term “ozone hole” is usually defined as the geographical area within the 220 DU contour [29]. According to the total O\(_3\) column data generated by TEMIS during 1979 to 2018, six days at the beginning of February of 2010 showed values smaller than 220 DU. Therefore, this information indicates that during 0.04% of days in 1979–2018 (40 years, 14,607 days), the abundance of O\(_3\) reached concentrations smaller than the limit of the ozone hole. We infer that in Quito, values less than 220 DU are rare (Figure 11b). Over 40 years, the total O\(_3\) column in Quito varied between 251.3 ± 21.6 DU.

Based on satellite data, Herman [30] deduced that during 1979 to 2008 (30 years), the UVI levels significantly increased in all the latitudes, except for in the equatorial region. This finding is consistent with the results of our study, which did not find a tendency of the UVI in Quito (noon-time and clear-sky conditions) during 1979 to 2009.

The results of our study suggest that, during 1979 to 2018, there was no increase in the UVI levels in Quito, and the measured UVI levels since 2010 lie within the historical range of 1979–2009. The results also suggest that, at least since 1979, the total O\(_3\) column of Quito did not show a negative trend, which is consistent with the fact that total O\(_3\) in the tropics has only been affected by chemical ozone depletion to a small extent [29]. Ball et al. [31] reported a continuing downward trend in the lower stratosphere O\(_3\) between 60° S and 60° N. They also indicated the total O\(_3\) column appears not to have decreased in these latitudes because of increases in tropospheric O\(_3\). However, Krzyścin and Baranowski [32] reported an O\(_3\) recovery on a global scale, following the decline in the 1980s and 1990s. Although the UVI levels of Quito suggest the total O\(_3\) column did not decrease, this is a topic that deserves specific study. Also, the trend of the tropospheric O\(_3\) and its contribution to the total O\(_3\) column require more research.

The percentage of days with extreme UVI values, using the WHO scale, varied between 40.0% and 76.1% (Figure 7b). Therefore, for these percentages of days per month, people should avoid excessive solar radiation exposure. This message, according to Zaratti et al. [11], is not appropriate for South America, taking into account the origin and conception of the WHO scale. Using the FEPSO-IFIR scale, people should avoid excessive exposition between 0.7% and 32.0% of the days per month. For UVI of 16.0 and after, 30 min of exposition, there will be detectable damage (1 MED) to people with skin type V (South American). However, the exposure time is different for other types [11]: 10–13 min for skin types I and II (Celtic, Pale), 17 min for skin type III (Caucasian), 20 min for skin type IV (Mediterranean), and 63 min for skin type VI (Black).
Although the FEPSO-IFIR scale seems appropriate for Latin America, UVI values larger than 11.0 are indeed extreme for the light-skinned population living there. As the exposure times proposed by Zaratti et al. [11] take into account both the skin type and UVI levels up 25.0, this information should be the basis for a self-warning system. Based on their skin type and UVI levels, people should know the exposure time before damage can take place. For this reason, it is necessary to promote the diffusion of real and forecasted UVI records.

For the largest UVI record measured in Quito (21.3, 2 February 2010), the maximum exposure times per skin type, suggested by Zaratti et al. [11], are as follows: 8–10 min for types I and II, 13 min for type III, 16 min for type IV, 25 min for type V, and 48 min for type VI.

The suggested exposure times to UV—as the proposed by Zaratti et al. [11]—were established as an exclusive function of skin damage. This approach is coherent because it assigns longer times to dark-skinned people, due to their lower sensitivity. However, these times do not take into account the effects on the eyes, which would not show differences or types, as in the case of skin. The UV effects on eyes deserve additional research. As a preventive behavior, people should always protect their eyes, especially from 11:00 to 14:00.

4. Conclusions and Summary

In Quito, UVI levels greater than 11.0 are typical, but they are considered extreme according to the WHO scale. However, this scale is not suitable for South America because its origin came from a proposal for high-latitude countries, and mostly with a light-skinned population, where it is not common for UVI levels to be greater than 11.0, and for this reason, they are extreme for those countries.

In Quito, the UVI can be larger than 16.0, mainly from January to April, and less frequently from August to October. The FEPSO-IFIR scale classifies the UVI levels equal to or larger than 16.0 as extreme. Although the FEPSO-IFIR scale seems appropriate for Latin America because it takes into account the predominant skin types, UVI values larger than 11.0 are indeed extreme for the light-skinned population living in Quito. As the exposition times proposed by Zaratti et al. [11] take into account both the skin type and UVI levels up 25.0, this information should be the basis for the adoption of a self-warning system.

Our results suggest that, during 1979 to 2018, there is no increase in the UVI levels in Quito, and the measured UVI levels since 2010 are within the historical range belonging to 1979–2009. According to the total O_3 column data by TEMIS, during 1979 to 2018, six days at the beginning of February of 2010 showed values less than 220 DU. During 0.04% (6 out of 14,607) of the days from the period 1979–2018 (40 years), the abundance of O_3 reached concentrations smaller than the limit of the ozone hole. We infer that, in Quito, values smaller than 220 DU are exceptional.

Maximum UV levels in Quito do not necessarily occur around the local solar noontime. In days with a partial presence of clouds, UV can be larger than for clear-sky conditions. It is imperative that people, based on their skin type, know the maximum time of solar radiation exposure before damage can take place. For this reason, it is necessary to promote education and diffusion campaigns.

Observations of the O_3 abundance are scarce in Ecuador, and it is necessary to promote campaigns to describe the O_3 dynamics in detail. This information will allow a complete comparison with values by other approaches, such as TEMIS, which allows a better understanding of the relationship with UV index at the surface.

Although the TEMIS dataset showed congruence with the UV index records in Quito, more research is necessary to assess the accuracy of that dataset.

Although, in this contribution, we did not identify the UV trend during 1979 to 2018, its long-term behavior should be studied in the future.
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